
ABAS MOBILE WAREHOUSE 
TIME AND COST OPTIMIZATION  
IN GOODS RECEIPT AND WAREHOUSE

Optimize your warehouse processes using abas Mobile Warehouse. The scanner solution integrated in abas ERP  
supports you in structuring time and personnel intensive work steps easily, efficiently and reliably. It also helps 
you in improving the traceability of received goods. 

abas Mobile Warehouse can be used flexibly on completely different end devices — from barcode scanners to 
robust, full-touch handhelds, to forklift terminals. Operation is intuitive and means your warehouse employees 
will enjoy using abas Mobile Warehouse. 

GOODS RECEIPT
Whether it be storage, relocation or retrieval: abas 
Mobile Warehouse supports throughout all stock 
movements. New stock is quickly posted by simply 
scanning a purchase order number on the packing 
slip. The warehouse location can also be assigned 
a location number per scan, or it can be set manu-
ally. This means the information related to the entry 
is available in abas ERP in real-time. Alternatively, 
a warehouse employee can also use the digital out-
standing deliveries to create a goods receipt. 

MATERIALS ALLOCATION
The materials allocation provides an additional pow-
erful function: you can split a delivery item and assign 
the goods different lots, containers or locations. 

The material and value flow remains — and goods 
can always be traced.  

STOCK LEVEL INFORMATION AND RELOCATION
In the stock level information your employees see in 
which locations which products are available, and in 
which quantities. If a relocation is required, it can be 
started directly from the Stock level info. 

Or your employees process the relocation using the 
"Relocate" function. Product numbers, relocated quan-
tities, lots, and issue and receipt location are included 
and documented in abas ERP when relocating.

Transparent stock level information

Split delivery items by lot, container and location
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CONTAINER MANAGEMENT 
abas Mobile Warehouse also supports the container 
management in abas ERP. Per handheld you can fill, 
empty, relocate or create new containers in abas 
ERP on location at the warehouse. Furthermore, the 
container info provides you with valuable information 
such as status, location, use and packaging material 
type of a container. 

Use the many options provided by container manage-
ment in abas ERP to pick mixed containers with all 
raw materials for a work order, for example, and to 
post this directly to a machine location. 

PURCHASE ORDER SUGGESTIONS
If an employee determines that a product is not 
available or the minimum stock level has been 
reached, using the "Purchase order suggestions" 
function, he can check in abas Mobile Warehouse if  
a reorder has been triggered. 

If this is not the case, he has the option of creating 
a purchase order suggestion in the app to draw the 
sales departments' attention to the requirement. The 
clear representation of already triggered purchase 
order suggestions prevents the multiple notification 
of requirements. 

STOCKTAKING
Process stocktaking more quickly and more profes-
sionally in the future. abas Mobile Warehouse offers 
comfortable data entry per scan using a digital inven-
tory sheet generated from abas ERP. If an employee 
oversees an item, he receives a notification. This  
prevents entry errors and having to make corrections 
at a later date. Directly after counting, stocktaking  
can start in abas ERP - the process duration is  
significantly shorter.

 

Get started today!
Email: sales@abas-erp.com

YOUR BENEFITS
•	  Improved processing times
• Mobile use of container management
• Process security
• Traceability of all stock level movements 
• Efficient, paperless stocktaking
• Optimized processes for minimum stock level

Mobile container management

Comfortable and time efficient inventory


